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Background

As the region continues to recover from the effects of the pandemic, local businesses are adapting to 

new economic and social realities, including market disruptions, increased costs, and significant 

workforce challenges. 

One response to the pandemic and proceeding shutdown was the need for employers to have 

employees work from home.   Many businesses invested in infrastructure to allow for remote work 

and in some business sectors, employees and employers have adapted and maintained a remote work 

environment.

The success of remote work led to some initial estimates that as much as 40% of the workforce would 

transition to remote work.  Current estimates are trending lower but still show a significant 

percentage of the overall workforce being fully remote or in a hybrid work model.  This is particularly 

true in the back office and professional service sectors.
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Issue Discussion

ECIDA’s recapture policy defines material factors, which IDA applicants are required to meet per the 

agency's recapture policy.   One of the material factors is employment.

 Standard Employment Material Terms:

• Maintain base employment

• Meet 85% of job creation 

• Required for the life of the incentive period

• ECIDA board sets and approves Material Terms for each project 
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Issue Discussion

• ECIDA incentives, sales, mortgage and PILOT benefits are tied to a specific capital investment 

and physical location.

• Job creation and retention material terms are presently defined as the number of jobs at the  

specific incentivized physical location.  Assumes that job creation/retention of an incentivized 

company occurs at the physical project location, which has historically been the case. 

• Annual PARIS reporting requires that IDA’s report annual employment numbers for IDA 

assisted projects.  ECIDA surveys employment data quarterly.
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Issue Discussion

• ECIDA’s Recapture Policy requires assisted businesses to meet certain material factors, 

employment among them.  Failure to meet and/or maintain a material factor can result in a 

recapture action by the agency.  Which may include:

• Recapture of Agency Financial Assistance

• Termination of Agency Financial Assistance

• Modification of Agency Financial Assistance
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Procedural/Policy Consideration 

How should employment material terms be reported and evaluated for compliance in a remote 

work situation?

• Items for consideration/discussion

• Reported place of employment for payroll purposes

• Do employees come into the office, hybird work model

• Do they report to or are supervised from the physical incentivized location

• Where is their remote work location
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Procedural/Policy Recommendations 

 Hybrid Work  

• No change in reporting or compliance requirements as workers are present in the 

incentivized facility for a portion of their work hours

 

 Fully Remote Work

• Remote workers would be counted for compliance and reporting requirements if: 

- Reported as employees of the physical incentivized location for payroll 

purposes

- Supervised and or affiliated with the physical incentivized location 

- Remote work location is in the Local Labor area, as defined in the UTEP
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